IT’S SPRINGTIME !
THE GARDEN OF LE BRISTOL PARIS IS NOW OPEN.
April 2022
The Palace hotel’s sumptuous courtyard garden welcomes guests once again for outdoor dining and drinking amidst the wisterias
and rose blossoms.
It’s known as the hotel’s green heart. Completely redesigned in 2020 by Lady Arabella Lennox-Boyd,
Le Bristol’s Paris’ courtyard garden, Le Jardin Français, is one of the city’s best kept outdoor secrets
and where Parisians and travellers in the know flock during the spring and summer months to enjoy lunch,
teatime, a glass of wine in unmatched beauty and quietude.
Reopening for the 2022 season, the garden is the terrace home of Le Jardin Français and Le Bristol Paris’
3-Michelin-starred Epicure, a place to admire Lady Arabella’s elegant composition of freedom and restraint
by way of flowers and hedges, so typical of the renowned gardener’s English roots.
This spring, as ever, the Jardin Français’ menu offers a response to every craving, from the ever-so-light King
Crab salad with grapefruit and avocado and the famous Hand chopped beef tartar, to the delicate Asparagus casserole,
peas and morels cooked in “Vin jaune” wine. For a gourmet pick-me-up, the famous afternoon tea abounds
with the latest delights — both savoury and sweet — from Head Pastry Chef Pascal Hainigue.

Open exclusively for dinner, Epicure’s side of the terrace presents the celebrated creations of Le Bristol’s
triple Michelin starred Executive Chef Eric Frechon. Here, Caviar from Sologne, “Candele” Macaroni
and Bresse farm hen poached in a bladder can be paired with wines handpicked by the restaurant’s master
sommelier, Bernard Neveu.
Whether it’s for lunch, afternoon tea or dinner, the garden experience at Le Bristol truly is springtime in
Paris at its most refined.
Reservations are strongly recommanded for Le Jardin Français and required for Epicure.

Le Jardin Français
Open every day from 12.00pm to 11.00pm.
Email : cafeantonia@oetkercollection.com
Phone : +33 1 53 43 43 42

Epicure
Open every day, from 7.30pm to 9.30pm.
Email : epicure@oetkercollection.com
Phone : +33 1 53 43 43 40
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